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Riverside Villa Mobile Park‘I. Common name.
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7a. Arcrmectural style: Cab led Vi ctorian Homes Cc ad
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A two-story structure with gabled ends and a'closed cen:er gabl
This rectangular structure has narrow molding CJye;ii%hc ioin'
between the boxed cornice and the plain frieze which narrows
under the front gable. Cut shingles fill the front gable.
Windows are mostly tall narrow double-hungs with molded cans.
Some of the windows do not appear to be original. Centered
in the facade are single doors on both levels, the lower having
a transom. The front porch has chamfered square posts wi'h a
molded rail and plain balusters. It is topped by a similar
balustrade. The structure is covered with channel rus'ic siding.
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13 ;hmmGkMW; Surrounded by Riverside Villa Mobile Park
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Taking advantage of his prime location on the Russian Rirtr, ~<~.~
Xalker began catering to summer visitor traffi< in 1895, wh»n
opened his resort. with this residence located on the banks o;
the river, he built a bathing gymnasium with pools of various
depths, and a bath house for his guestscomfort. Oscar, born if
1838 in Pennsylvania, married Mary (born l85Q in Iowa), and rai
a family of eight children along with being street commission»?| K.

between l898 and l9OQ. The Villa was a hotel in the l0's and
and again because of its location, was the center for bootlegging
operations on the river. In l947, Robert Edwards began the operation
of a trailer court which has continued to the present time.
Although the lower-story windows have been altered, this is a classic
rural farmhouse with minimal ornamentation.
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